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Approaching/departure: 
effacement, erasure and 
‘undoing’ the fear of crime
Alexandra Fanghanel
University College London, UK
Abstract
This paper contributes to contemporary debates about the geographies of gendered fear 
of crime by examining the way in which a group of young women negotiate fear of crime in 
public space by creating affective distance between themselves and the approaching menace of 
fear. These distances are presented here as lacunae that young women construct in order to 
promote feelings of safety in public spaces. Bringing Sara Ahmed’s work on the circulation of 
affect and Jacques Derrida’s notion of erasure (or sous-rature) into a dialogue with each other, 
and building on a Heideggerian phenomenological understanding of fear as dynamic, this paper 
argues that constructing lacunae enables young women to undo the approach of signifiers of 
fear in public space, which in turn enables them to contest dominant discourses of the gendered 
nature of fear of crime. Such erasure also has implications for the politics of safe-keeping. This 
paper complicates conventional understandings of safe-keeping by highlighting how, in the pursuit 
of safety, erasures based on classed, raced, or gendered ‘othering’ manifest themselves and it 
highlights the importance, not only of attending to silences and absences used to promote feelings 
of safety, but also to the politics of these in the pursuit of safe-keeping.
Keywords
fear of crime, lacuna, phenomenology, public space, safety, sous-rature
The approach and departure of fearsomeness
That which is detrimental, as something that threatens us, is not yet within striking distance but it is 
coming close . . . As it draws close this ‘it can and yet it may not’ becomes aggravated. We say, ‘it is 
fearsome’ . . . What is detrimental as coming close carries with it the patent possibility that it may stay 
away or pass us by; but instead of lessening or extinguishing our fearing, this enhances it.1
Fear does not involve the defence of borders that already exist; rather fear makes those borders, by 
establishing objects from which the subject, in fearing, can stand apart.2
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Visceral, corporeal, social, emotional: affective expressions of fear play out, not only at a psychic 
or embodied level, but also in the organization and reproduction of everyday social life. In this 
paper, focus is given to women’s fear of crime in public spaces and in particular how this specific 
form of fear − circulating affectively – is undone by safe-keeping techniques of erasure and efface-
ment. Fear of crime is an important social phenomenon3 and is present in many of the ways in 
which sense is made (or refused) of place; the spatialization, mobility and embodiment of fear, 
articulated above by Heidegger and Ahmed, indicates how affective expressions of fear carve up 
public spaces and the experiences of human bodies, and selves, within them. Whether in discus-
sions of night time leisure spaces,4 queer public space5 or urban woodland spaces,6 women’s expe-
riences of public space as fearsome are well documented, as are attempts to make these spaces 
safer.7 The gendered quality of fear of crime dominates these debates. Feminist criminologists and 
spatial theorists have contested the common collocution of fearfulness and femininity (and fear-
someness with masculinity)8 and have posited that popular discourses circulated about fear of 
crime (such as those critiqued by Elizabeth Stanko and Carol Brooks Gardner) are strategies mobi-
lized to control and delimit women’s place in public space through the cultivation of affective fear 
and the threat of latent menace.
After all, fear is not everything. Fearlessness or, alternatively, an outright refusal of the possibil-
ity of fear, is also an affective expression that emerges in public space and that can alter the way in 
which people and places subjectively become known.9 In this discussion I contribute to these femi-
nist debates by examining some of the ways in which affects of fearfulness in the face of the threat 
of crime are undone. The oscillation between doing and undoing, presencing and effacing − which 
I argue can be understood as actively constructed lacunae – is crucial to this analysis of the ways 
in which some young women negotiate public spaces. These lacunae work in a couplet; on the one 
hand through effacement, or the making absent the presence of fear; and on the other, taking from 
the work on signifiers of difference developed by Jacques Derrida,10 through sous-rature or the 
making present of an absence of fearsome signifiers. Both of these work together to undo fear of 
crime in public space.
The analysis offered here is intended as an intervention in the feminist literature on fear of crime 
in public spaces and the attendant discussions of safe-keeping practices.11 The paper addresses the 
social control and constraint of young women’s use of public space and, in particular, the adoption, 
negotiation and failure of safe-keeping practices that involve the discursive construction of danger-
ous or fearsome places.12 Whilst acknowledging that women’s fear of crime is often related to 
home or ‘private’ domestic spaces, this paper focuses only on fear of crime in public; out of the 
home.13 Furthering research that challenges the essentialization of women as always-already fear-
ful and victimized when it comes to fear of crime,14 this paper also offers a critical interrogation of 
the classed, sexed, and racialized politics of mobilizing fear – particularly of the ‘other’ – in every-
day public spaces. Just as they appear in many existing fear of crime discussions, the ‘public 
spaces’ considered in this paper are non-domestic, material spaces, which may include private but 
quasi-public spaces such as shopping malls, car parks and so on, but exclude digital and virtual 
spaces. These are, for the purpose of this discussion, spaces outside of the home that must be nego-
tiated in the every day, and that are, as Doreen Massey observes, ‘the product of social relations 
which are conflicting and unequal’.15 In this respect, attention is given to how fear and fear-avoid-
ance practices are articulated in relation to implicitly (effaced and erased) as well as explicitly 
racist, sexist and classist constructions of the other’s body, in these quotidian spaces. This broad 
understanding of material public space enables analysis of a wide set of situations in which young 
women negotiate the approach and departure of fearsome affect. The placefulness of public space 
is salient here, and following Cresswell’s reading of Agnew; places are spaces with ‘meaningful 
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location’.16 The ‘meaning’ of such place is fluid and mobile; it is contingent. It is this precarity that 
renders some places viscerally meaningful with affective fear, at certain times of the day, or of the 
year, or of the life course, and not others. Such ‘meaning’, or ‘knowledge’, when understood as 
constituted affectively relies on the conjunction and disjuncture of certain human and non-human 
bodies in certain spaces and places.
One of the significant concerns of this paper, then, is to add a conceptualization of the complex 
intersection of gendered oppression and class and racial privilege to the feminist literature on fear 
of crime in public spaces. In order to do this, I begin by outlining how space, place and lacunae 
appear in this analysis. I then go on to illustrate how phenomenological accounts of the circulation 
of affect can be modulated by a Derridean reading of lacunae. Subsequently, having indicated 
methodologically how absent presences and present absences could be analysed, I draw on inter-
view data and ‘emotion maps’ of young, middle-class women living in the South East of the United 
Kingdom. As my analysis of interview-data will demonstrate, erasing to make safe through lacunae 
challenges essentialist constructions of gender and fear of crime,17 but also highlights that safe-
keeping can be a pernicious practice. The arguments offered here problematize safe-keeping strate-
gies as they illuminate them.
From closeness to distance
The meaningfulness of place emerges through the approach and departure of affect. In order to 
conceptualize the expressions and negotiation of these affects we can turn to Heidegger’s account, 
that is then developed by Ahmed, of the approach and passing of menace. Where places, times, 
experiences, memories, dreams, or nostalgias connect on affective surfaces – on human and non-
human bodies, signs, or objects capable of acquiring affective qualities – they can be understood 
as becoming affectively ‘stuck’ together.18 These ‘sticky’ connections contribute to understanding 
and orientation about and around place, enabling the human body to form attachments and detach-
ments to places and specific public spaces dependent on the ‘knowledges’ that its affective experi-
ences express.19 Following Ahmed, the connotation of ‘closeness’ in that which is ‘sticky’ highlights 
the importance of embodied proximity for knowledges about place to circulate. It also asks the 
question of what happens when embodied connections with place are ‘unsticky’ – when rather than 
closeness, it is absence, distance or effacement that composes part of the ways in which public 
spaces become known.
Here it is the close or approaching affect that is of interest when considering the spatiality of 
fear in public space. ‘An approach’, from the French ‘approche’, evokes not only movement and 
eventual passing of affect around a particular event, but also of proximity and of propinquity (il est 
proche/ mon proche – he is near/ important, or similar to me).20 Thinking fear of crime in this way 
allows us to see the contingent and intimate relationship between place and sentiment; fear that is 
‘-proche’ becomes close, and may pass, but in doing so, implicates an affective as well as spatial 
intimacy with the fearsome approach that renders place meaningful. But being ‘close’ or ‘proche’ 
to an event implies being distant from another. Similarly, being distanced from an event – whether 
affectively or geographically – implies being both unproximate and unpropinquous from it.21
The event that is being considered here is the approach of dread, menace or fearsome affect, 
marked by particular signifiers (whether they are, for instance, places, people, sensibilities, or 
knowledges), which might then be countered by the construction of a lacuna, or gap, in how 
places are known. Lacunae may be constructed in various ways: through speech acts, or absences 
therein or thereof, or through spatial imaginations of gaps and absences. Reading this specific 
sort of safe-keeping as constructed lacunae builds on existing phenomenological accounts of 
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place by demonstrating how the spatiality of absence works to alter how public spaces become 
meaningful as fearful, or how other detrimental affects, approach and depart. It is this active 
distancing of the self – the interior, as opposed to exterior and bodily – from the event through 
effacement and erasure that I explore here. I contend that through these discursive and non-dis-
cursive disarticulations of fearful affect, the role of absence, silence, or what is left out in how 
place becomes known shows us how distance, like closeness, how stickiness like unstickiness, 
also constitute meaning.
On lacunae
Lacunae, then, evoke a different sort of space. From the Latin for ‘hole’ or ‘pit’, but also the stem 
of ‘lake’, a lacuna is a gap or a space that is capable of containing ‘something’. The lacuna some-
times appears in Freudian22 accounts of lack, or of repression, and perhaps more interestingly, in 
the way that the unconsciously-situated subject is constituted through distancing from the Thing or 
‘other’.23 In the Ethics of Psychoanalysis, Lacan explores the unnameable thing – ‘das Ding’ – in 
relation to the Symbolic, the Imaginary and the Real. Crucially tied to the Real, which, for Lacan, 
is a rupture or permeation of the organization of socio-cultural-spatial life – and which, impor-
tantly, is absolutely present – the Thing, is ‘a stain of the Real, that lacks determinate existence and 
eludes straightforward interpretation’.24 For Lacan, the Thing is ‘not’; it is ‘characterised by its 
absence, its strangeness’ and, as opposed to a nameable ‘affair’ or matter, is vague and relational, 
‘of something that is always a certain distance from the “Thing” and through which the “Self” (the 
Imaginary and the Symbolic) is conceptualised’.25 Kingsbury’s analysis of the affective expres-
sions of television spectators of the World Cup in Vancouver, Canada, for instance, demonstrates 
the tangible way in which this Lacanian absence can be brought to bear on an analysis of ‘quotidian 
space’.26
Concern with lack, absence and ‘not’, has an established intellectual genealogy.27 I am bor-
rowing the idea of distancing from a (real or imagined) approaching harmful ‘Thing’ from a 
Lacanian understanding of the work that a lacuna might do; work that is regulated and expressed 
in part through the proximity of the Symbolic ‘other’ and its distance to, or from, the Self. 
Certainly, Ahmed’s account of how affects circulate and how love and hatred, for instance, can 
be mobilized to heighten difference between self and other draws, to some extent, on psychoana-
lytic accounts of symbolic difference. My focus on the affective in order to understand the geog-
raphies of fear, is indebted, in part, to such a theorization of lack and absence28 that could, in 
part, account for the ways in which young women in this study made use of gaps in order to 
promote safe-keeping. However, the analysis that I offer here, departs from these psychoanalyti-
cal frames, and turns on a different ontological mode. The lacunae that I argue are created here, 
are actively constructed, rather than emergent from an originary schism of an a priori model 
based on the Symbolic, the Imaginary, the unconscious or jouissance and understanding the 
lacunae as ‘active’ is crucial to the suggestion that it is a safe-keeping practice. The lacuna is not 
a neutral gap. It works instead to distance the self from one or other detrimental affective events 
and to propel it into a direction where menace might be attenuated. This means that lacunae – 
understood as active spaces – are produced in order to foster a sense of safety and well-being in 
public space by creating distance from – or erasure of – the approach of fearsome affect. Lacunae 
here, therefore, are always socially, affectively, spatially constructed and are never always-
already subsisting.
In this context it is useful to understand the expression of affect as occurring phenomenologi-
cally, that is to say, spatially, placefully, intercorporeally. The phenomenological dimensions of 
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distance, approach, absence and presence not only situate the expression of affect within place but 
also allow us to see how affect, productively and actively manifested, can alter the phenomenologi-
cal experience of occupying public space. One critique of phenomenology itself, as it is articulated 
by Heidegger, is that it can be apolitical,29 and this is why a queer phenomenological approach as 
conceptualized by Ahmed helps us to understand how affects might marginalize, exclude, empower 
and so on. Part of my analysis here, then, complicates a Lacanian-esque conception of a lacuna and 
a Heideggerian expression of the circulation of affect, moving towards understanding lacunae as 
politically potent in their effacement and erasure of the approach of the fearsome ‘other’.
To understand the spatiality of fear of crime in public space, I suggest that Derrida and Ahmed 
might constructively be brought together. As Ahmed might suggest, if a fearsome human or non-
human body becomes fearsome, it is because of the circulation of affect in an economy between 
signifiers in a relation of difference. Derrida suggests that this fearsomeness is an always-already 
absent presence – sous-ratured – it is a conjunction of fear and difference from other signifiers (for 
instance, as I demonstrate later, a black or a poor body/signifier always relying on a series of 
deferred meanings – an endless chain of difference from other signifiers). To sous-rature is, accord-
ing to Spivak, ‘to write a word, cross it out, and then print both the word and the deletion’.30 The 
word is inadequate, so it is crossed out, but it is necessary so it remains legible. Its absence is 
presenced. Lacunae then become analytical strategies to mark presence not only through absenting, 
or effacing the approach of fearsome human or non-human body (active, present absencing, undo-
ing Ahmedian proximity), but also in the sous-rature-ing of the conditions and its fearsomeness in 
the first place, through Derridean absent presencing. Such acts of erasure and effacement, when 
enacted in the pursuits of safe-keeping, clearly have detrimental implications themselves when 
enacted against the body of the gendered, classed or raced ‘other’. I argue that the lacunae analysed 
here work in two ways; on the one hand they occur through effacing the approaching menace – 
removing it, or banishing it, or absencing its presence – and on the other, through Derridean sous-
rature; by erasing the very possibility of the approaching menace at all – filling the potential 
fearsome approach with erasure and presencing its absence.
Alongside the effacing lacuna, whose emptiness can only be perceived by what surrounds it like 
a stencil (making present the absence), sous-rature occurs in its negation (in an absence of pres-
ence). Ahmed and Derrida both draw on Heidegger to theorize this erasure. However, as Spivak 
tells us, whereas for Heidegger erasure points to an ‘inarticulateable presence’ (something is there), 
for Derrida erasure is ‘always-already absent presence, of the lack at the origin that is the condition 
of thought and experience’ (nothing is there).31 Distinguishing this sous-rature from a Heideggerian 
deletion Derrida notes that sous-rature:
is not the disappearance of origin . . . it means that the origin did not even disappear, that it was never 
constituted except reciprocally by a non-origin . . . it thus becomes the origin of the origin . . . if all begins 
with trace [sous-rature] there is above all no originary trace.32
There is thus no originary, for Derrida; nothing beyond the absent presence.33 The erasure does not 
only mark that which is beyond the realm of articulation as Heidegger suggests, it marks, quite 
simply, the absence of any originary presence at all. So the ‘black body’, or the body of the ‘chav’34 
is not subsisting; it does not exist a priori with its own essence of blackness or of subcultural class, 
but emerges in connection with the approach of a fearsome ‘othering’ affect.35 This is therefore the 
double absence evidenced in these safe-keeping techniques; firstly the lacuna to stop the approach 
of the fearsome body and secondly the absence of the presence of fearsome bodies in their own 
right. This kind of analysis transforms and extends Derrida’s concept of erasure by showing how 
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it can be used to mark phenomenological lacunae as well as absence of referentiality. It also modi-
fies Ahmed’s queer phenomenology by showing how double absencing can take place in order to 
delay or direct an approaching fearsome human or non-human body.36 Construction of these lacu-
nae thus become emergent and referential, marking differences as they are themselves marked by 
difference, harbouring the capacity to emerge in a multiplicity of different ways.
Mapping the gaps
Looking at lacunae is not necessarily a straightforward task. Examining gaps and absences, efface-
ments and the manifestation of sous-rature necessitates an analytical approach that interrogates the 
discourses, understood in a Foucauldian sense, that emerge through interviews to reveal the gene-
alogies of how place is known.37
In order to examine safe-keeping, in 2009 I conducted a qualitative piece of research with 45 
young women aged 17 from a range of ethnicities (though the majority identified as white British) 
who were predominantly, though not exclusively, from middle-class socio-economic backgrounds 
living in the South East of England. As young women, all participants were socially and culturally 
more peripheral in terms of their age and their gender, but occupied a dominant positionality in 
terms of their ethnicity and their socio-cultural background. Understanding the complexity of the 
intersect of these subject positions, in relation to these young women’s experiences of fear of crime 
in public space and notably of ‘others’ in these spaces, is crucial in order to advance this analysis 
of the politics of safe-keeping.
The sample was spread across a rural,38 a suburban39 and a metropolitan40 site. These sites were 
chosen for analysis because of their proximity to each other and because of their demographic 
diversity; the wealthy, predominantly white rural site, the medium-wealthy, highly ethnically 
diverse suburban site and the fragmented very wealthy (in parts) and very poor (in parts) urban site 
reflect a hetereogeneity of public spaces in which young women who participated in this research 
might have had experience of fear of crime. Recruited from three schools, the participants were 
invited to discuss with me their experiences, feelings and impressions of, and about, areas of public 
space near where they lived (including, for instance, streets, parks, other green spaces, as well as 
semi-private spaces such as shopping malls, cinema complexes or pubs and bars) that they used 
frequently, and with which they had some sort of affective relationship. They were also asked to 
represent these impressions on maps of the area by annotating the maps with pictures and words. 
All participants who expressed interest in participating in the research were interviewed. This non-
probability self-selecting sample of 17-year-old women is likely to be biased towards those partici-
pants with some form of opinion, or experience of, fear of crime, which might affect how fear of 
crime was spoken about. In order to combat this bias, I ensured that the discussion in interviews 
was framed as one about fear of crime in amongst other themes about relationships with public 
space (such as, for instance, work, leisure, affect and memory). This strategy opened the field of 
discussion for those participants who had no experience of fear of crime and enabled the complex-
ity of the ways in which sense is made of public space to be interrogated more widely than only by 
fearful women. Participants annotated maps with colours, which they used to try to reflect the 
sentiments, knowledge, experiences and affective expressions they had in those places. Whilst 
these maps were being annotated, they described the areas in question. Once annotated, the inter-
view moved on to broader discussions of fear, safety and feelings of belonging or not in place.
Given the eventual focus on gaps and absences that I make use of in this paper, it is worth estab-
lishing how the data presented here, as artefacts, preserve the gaps that I analyse. Proponents of 
narrative methods of analysis highlight that in order to make sense of the way that people may 
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experience the world around them, it is necessary to look beyond the ‘talk’ of interview talk (what 
people say), towards an analysis of the ‘layers of meaning’ that emerge in the way in which they 
say it.41 Certainly, an analytical method that recognizes that meaning is constituted by both the 
possibilities of interactive talk which reflects our understanding of the world around us and by the 
constraints of ‘social norms, values and relations of power’ which permeate talk but that nonethe-
less convey subtle and ambiguous impressions of social life, resonates strongly with the discursive 
analytical method I have employed here.42 Indeed, in their analysis of the way in which gendered 
fear of crime is spoken about, Sandberg and Tollefsen demonstrate how narrative analysis can 
reveal the effect of intersectional power relations (of gender, class and race) on how fear of crime 
is thought.43 Elsewhere, in her study of silence amongst Latina teenagers, Melissa Hyams’s analy-
sis of her participants’ refusals to speak, treats silence as a material object of analysis and looks for 
the meaning that the object of silence – as a heavy entity within an interview – might be trying to 
convey.44 Here, in order to examine discursively how silence, absence and gaps operate as safe-
keeping devices, a discursive analytical framework was adopted.
Prior to this analysis, all interviews were transcribed verbatim by the author. Efforts were 
made, as far as possible, to reflect the lacunae that are constructed by the participants in the 
transcription. If in transcription speech was inaudible, I indicate this in square brackets too (e.g. 
[inaudible]); where a gap is accompanied by a gesture or facial expression to illustrate a non-
verbal communication this is also indicated in square brackets; where there is a pause in the 
conversation (a trailing off or self-interruption, for instance) I indicate this with an ellipses 
without square brackets (e.g. ‘…’). Thus, the data appearing in written form here are presented 
as closely as possible to how the words were spoken in the context of preparing these as texts 
for discourse analysis.45 A focus on the unspoken as well as the spoken, the material, the spatial 
and the figurative enables analysis of the various operations, constructions and uses of the lacu-
nae. Indeed, this analytical strategy – examining the discursive alongside the non-discursive – 
enables an interrogation of the implicit social and political presuppositions invoked in talk. 
Looking at the power dynamics that are expressed outside of what is spoken, complicates 
approaches that only take at face value the words spoken by participants. This becomes particu-
larly salient when examining the experiences and impressions of participants with complex 
relationships to and with power, as is the case here where young women’s positionalities are so 
variously marked. In this case, the participants have some privilege – certainly some class 
privilege, at least – but they are also marginalized in other ways; by ‘race’, by gender, by age, 
for instance. Understanding how these intricate power relationships play out in the relation-
ships that young women might have with public space necessitates looking beyond what is 
merely spoken, towards what is unspoken, affective or visceral. Indeed, to interrogate only the 
spoken at the expense of the unspoken, in the service of ‘giving a voice’ to these participants 
only works analytically if the participants are subjugated subjects who need this voice. The 
complexity of the negotiations that these participants routinely make with expressions of power 
and positionality suggest that this is not simply the case. To neglect what is unspoken in favour 
of the spoken fails to attend to power structures that participants may be invested in holding on 
to, as well as those that they may be invested in upturning; something that I demonstrate towards 
the end of this paper.
In this analysis, firstly I look at linguistic gaps that create lacunae, then I turn to linguistic 
expressions that undo the potency of fearful events, I then examine lacunae that, in part, erase the 
self to forge spatial well-being before lastly suggesting how spatially imagined lacunae undo the 
approach of the menace of fear of crime, all the while outlining how politically a lacuna is not an 
unproblematic construct, and why safe-keeping is not benign.
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Safety and the sous-rature
The lacuna is a tool through which feelings of safety in the face of the approach of fearsome affect, 
are promoted. Where places have become ‘sticky’ with affective menace, lacunae that erase and 
that efface in order to ‘make-safe’ the fearful feminine body, are perceivable, as these comments 
by Lola46 and Rula demonstrate:
Lola:  About two years ago in town, someone asked me for the time, and um, they took 
my purse. But luckily it didn’t bother me … it had nothing in it ’cause it was my 
‘holiday’ purse, so it had nothing in it.
Interviewer:  So you had your purse in your hand?
Lola:  Yeah, I went like that [shows gesture of holding her arm up] and he was like 
[shows gesture of snatching the air] … yeah, but it didn’t bother me ’cause 
there’s nothing in it.
Interviewer:  It’s horrible for you to lose your purse.
Lola:  I was like ‘Oh ok’, so that’s why I don’t really like going to town anymore.
Interviewer: Where did it happen?
Lola:  Outside [department store in town centre] so it’s quite visible. It wasn’t like 
anywhere no-one was. It was quite ‘witnessable’ but it didn’t upset me. It’s like 
well, if it had a bank card or something important I would have been upset, but 
it wasn’t so…
Interviewer: Was that in the middle of the day?
Lola: Yeah, on a Saturday so … but it didn’t bother me. (Lola, Rural site)
Here, Lola identified a place on her map where her purse had been stolen. In this discussion, she 
repeated four times that the incident where her purse was stolen ‘didn’t bother’ her, yet at the same 
time was the reason why she did not ‘like going to town anymore’. How might we account for the 
apparent discrepancy between Lola’s assertion of not being upset by having her purse stolen and 
her realization that this was the reason she didn’t like going into town anymore? Where is safe-
keeping in this discussion? How might the construction of a lacuna through this speech act work to 
sous-rature the fearsome event per se? I suggest that lacunae are being constructed here in a num-
ber of ways through this speech, and what is effaced by this speech, in order to establish security 
in the face of fearsome events.
Firstly, Lola’s apparent lack of concern about the theft of her purse could be said to work dis-
cursively as a strategy through which she creates distance (or absences the presence of fear) 
between her awareness of herself in the place and the potentially detrimental approach of affective 
fear that emerges from this speech. She then uses the ‘it didn’t bother me’ refrain to sous-rature the 
very possibility of fear becoming expressed at all in relation to her memory or experience of this 
event. By suggesting in general that she was not concerned about the event, Lola effaces any fear 
that she may have felt, but it is by repeating that ‘it didn’t bother’ her, that she erases the very pos-
sibility that it had bothered her. The effacement and the erasure therefore work in a dyad, here.
It is also possible to suggest that the lacunae that are evidenced here demonstrate a mastery of 
self-expression and self-control in the context of an interview. Lola may be diminishing the impor-
tance of this event on her spatial subjectivity in order to manage a particular performance of self in 
front of me, an interviewing stranger. The effacement and then sous-rature here remains one con-
structed strategically to diminish the presentation of the importance of the event on her spatial 
subjectivity, but one that is forged for my benefit, as well as for hers as we both become aware of 
the absent presence and present absence that Lola has created.
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Similarly, at the end of this extract, Lola explains that the act occurred ‘On a Saturday, so 
…’. Here, I suggest a particularly significant act of effacing and sous-rature-ing is occurring. 
The purse was stolen on a Saturday in the middle of the day, in a busy and well-lit place. It was 
not ‘where no-one was’ and was ‘witnessable’. Dominant discourses about how to stay safe 
are known as ‘common sense’,47 and here it is obvious to Lola that she had done all that she 
should have done to stay safe in this public space, within these known safe-keeping tactics. 
She had adhered to normative safe-keeping imperatives about not being alone in public space 
and about remaining visible, and yet her purse was still stolen. The end of the phrase ‘on a 
Saturday, so …’ we can suggest might have been ‘it shouldn’t have happened’, or ‘I didn’t 
expect it’, or something that conveys how disorientating the ‘truth’ of this event, against a 
background of adhering to dominant safety strategies, might have been to Lola. Rather than 
accept that despite her compliance with dominant discourses about safe-keeping in public 
space she was nonetheless robbed, she does not utter the observation that reflects this incon-
gruity. The truth of the failure of safety discourses to keep her safe remains unspoken. It is 
instead punctuated by this gap. The presence of the meaning is absenced – effaced – and her 
absence of understanding is presenced or sous-ratured by the silence. Lola ‘should’ have been 
safe, and yet she was not. The event did not tally with her usual knowledge of how safety is 
made in public space, so, in an attempt perhaps to render more coherent the event, lacunae are 
constructed to ‘undo’ the truth of the fearsome event and of the failure of conventional safety 
strategies.
The different ways in which to read the lacunae constructed here are a feature of a phenomeno-
logically-inclined analysis that accommodates the unfixed and indeterminate of circulating affect. 
We can interpret these acts of silencing and of refusal of the expression of detrimental affect as a 
strategy deployed to undo the harm that this menacing act had on Lola’s sense of well-being in this 
public space. This is particularly significant as a strategy when we consider Lola’s positionality 
and the gendered implications of the approach and departure of the menace here. Lola’s purse was 
stolen, we are told, by a man or a boy (or at least an unspecified ‘he’). Recalling, for instance, 
Hollander’s48 or Day’s49 discussions of the gendered nature of fear of crime that discursively limits 
women’s unfettered access to public space, the latency of masculine threat that saturates public 
space and that is cultivated by the circulation of affects of fear is evidenced here. Lola’s experience 
of crime might well recall this discourse. The construction of lacunae that efface and erase serves 
perhaps to resist this and to undo the discursive ‘truth’ of gendered fear of crime. It becomes a 
necessary part of how Lola discursively, materially, affectively negotiated this approaching, depart-
ing and haunting menace.
Elsewhere, another participant, Rula, could also be said to have deployed a similar distancing 
tactic in recalling how she was attacked on her return home from school. Her account also illus-
trates the symbiotic (literally, co-existent) operation of effacement and erasure:
One time, at night, there was a time when I got vaguely mugged, like, right near my house, which was 
really weird. (Rula, Urban Site)
Describing the ‘mugging’ in the passive language of ‘vague’ and ‘weird’ suggests the construction 
of interesting lacunae here. It is certainly possible that Rula experienced this crime passively – as 
a vague event – however, as she went on to explain:
[It was] round about there–ish [on the map]. On one of those side roads. Like, I was walking home from the 
station, and it was me and my sister, so that was just really scary because it is obviously somewhere so close to 
home that you feel really safe so that’s sort of made me rethink the sort of safety of the area. (Rula, Urban Site)
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Rula began by framing the event in ambivalent language, suggesting it was unexceptional, or 
‘vague’. However, when she developed the story, the ordinariness of the journey and its proximity 
to her home brought her body in close and ‘sticky’ contact with an approaching affect and made her 
feel ‘really scared’, which caused her to ‘rethink’ the safety of the area. Perhaps by describing the 
mugging as ‘vague’ and ‘weird’, Rula was trying to silence the fear that she went on to express at 
the end of the story. As with Lola above, this could be thought of as a tool to promote a sense of 
spatial confidence in the face of a fearsome event that haunts.
On the other hand, another way of thinking about the linguistic lacuna here is precisely in 
the way in which it is spoken as a ‘vague’ or ‘weird’ affect that was later expressed as ‘scared-
ness’. It could be that the event was ‘weird’ because it ran counter to Rula’s previous experi-
ences of the area near to her home as a safe space. The place thus not only became weird, but 
also scary, or perhaps scary because it was so weird, suggesting a gap between her previous and 
present knowledge of the meaning of the place near her home. Her use of the word ‘vaguely’ 
here might also be to do with dominant discourses about muggings: that a ‘real’ mugging is 
‘really violent’. The ‘vague’ mugging might indicate a gap (or lacuna) between her experience 
here and dominant discourses about crime and street violence. Like Lola above, Rula might 
struggle to live with fear and to make sense of dominant fear and safety discourses, a struggle 
that the lacuna helps to appease. Beyond this, it could be that the mugging was experienced by 
Rula as violent, fearsome, awful, but again, to undo the impact of this on her spatial subjectiv-
ity, she deploys ‘vagueness’ to distance her self from the detriment of this event. The approach 
of detrimental affect is doubly undone: firstly, by effacing the effect of the mugging; secondly, 
by sous-rature-ing the potentiality of mugging itself. ‘Mugging’ is not the ‘right’ word to 
describe the event that occurred to Rula, but she cannot express herself better with another one. 
Its affective expression is indeterminate, so therefore, she uses the word and sous-ratures it 
with ‘vague’ to moderate its expression.
For Lola and for Rula, these lacunae enable them to understand and create new knowledge 
about their experiences of crimes committed against them by putting distance between the event 
and their expressions of their spatial well-being and enabling them perhaps to feel safer in places 
where they had felt fear. The sous-rature here distances Rula and Lola from the approach of fear-
some affects by refusing its very presence, and what is being concealed by this presence-which-is-
being-absenced is that which is marked by signifiers of difference and, thus, fearsomeness: the 
approach of the mugger or the thief. As Heidegger has suggested, ‘that which is detrimental’ is 
fearsome in its approach in the fact that as it comes close it might pass and leave us unaffected, or 
it might affect us detrimentally; it harbours the potential to become many things to us and, through 
this indeterminate potential, fosters in us an enhanced ‘fearsomeness’ as it approaches and passes 
by. By refusing to concede to them even the verbal space to impact on their spatial subjectivities, 
these lacunae could be said to have been created strategically to diminish the harm that fear causes 
to their sense of self and to challenge the discursive traditional gendered ideology that situates 
women detrimentally compared to men, in public spaces.
Fear and the approach of the ‘other’
Whilst these lacunae were potentially spatially liberating tools for Rula and Lola, an understanding 
of fear as an affect that galvanizes likeness whilst excluding difference through approaching and 
departing menace, illustrates some of the exclusionary potentials of the lacuna. Signifiers of differ-
ence are, after all, cut, in part, along lines of classed, raced, gendered ‘othering’ as this account of 
Allegra’s encounter with ‘chavs’ on the street demonstrates:
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Allegra:  One time I was waiting for my friend, and this big group of chavs came along and 
they started to walk towards me, so I walked across the road and they followed 
me and scared the life out of me. I was like ‘Oh my gosh!’ panicking but …
Interviewer: Did they say anything to you?
Allegra:  Yeah they were sort of shouting odd things to me and whistling and that but … 
intimidated in a way. (Allegra, Suburban Area)
Physically evoking the spectre of fear or approaching detriment, the ‘chavs’ here embody the 
approaching, and passing, threat. As has been identified in a breadth of research on classed other-
ing, the ‘chav’ is a social construct, or spectre, who is always negatively presented in discourse and 
is always pejoratively classed.50 This begins to demonstrate an insidious level at which the lacuna 
works: the obfuscation – or erasure – of difference. Recalling Ahmed’s observations about fear and 
the work that fear does to carve up social life along lines of exclusion and belonging, it is important 
to bear in mind that there is a significant discussion to be had about the politics of forging security 
and belonging at another body’s expense, which points to some of the broader critiques that can be 
levelled at the politics of safe-keeping in public space.51
Indeed, here, as a middle-class young woman, Allegra’s positionality and difference from the 
approaching ‘chavs’, and her attendant affective expressions of dread, casts as ‘other’ these people 
along, classed, potentially ‘raced’, gendered or sexed lines. She mobilizes this ‘othering’ in order 
to distance the body of her potentially-fearful self from the body of the potentially-fearsome other 
by absenting the presence of her self.52 We do not know whether the ‘chavs’ in this extract are male 
or female, but we might be able to read the whistling here as an act of sexual harassment experi-
enced by Allegra as a menace to her vulnerable femininity.53 This is evidenced in the ellipses at the 
end of Allegra’s comments. She says that the ‘chavs’ were ‘whistling and that but … intimidated in 
a way’. The missing words here −‘[I was] intimidated in a way’− are illustrative of the way in 
which Allegra manoeuvred her fear of the ‘chav’ through the construction of lacunae that efface 
and that sous-rature. By omitting the articulation of the ‘I’, Allegra’s account has the effect of 
diminishing the impact of this encounter on her sense of spatial security. By figuratively extracting 
her self − her ‘I’ − from the encounter, this expression of fearful affect in the face of fearsome 
‘chavs’ is articulated by disconnecting her presence from the encounter that she describes. In order 
to protect herself from supposed menace of the ‘chavs’, Allegra effaces herself from the encounter. 
She is clearly present, but absences herself in order to undo the effect of the expression of fear. 
Such a move works not only to establish her positional difference from the approaching menace of 
the ‘chav’ based on class, but also to reinforce the subordinated gendered experience that some 
women have with public space, where they are not discursively accepted and where they do not 
discursively belong. Without the referentiality of connection with difference, these ‘chav’ bodies 
lose their integrity per se and can only ever become ‘chav’ selves. They lose their subjectivity. The 
lacuna thus operates, once again, in two ways: it absences the presence (effaces) of Allegra in her 
encounter with the ‘chavs’ and presences the absence (sous-ratures) the spatial subjectivity, or the 
ability to occupy space unfettered by exclusions of classed or gendered difference, of both Allegra 
(who now can only ever be unpresent in this event) and the ‘chavs’ (who now can only ever be 
‘chavs’ in this event). The lacunae, thus, work in part to destabilize the unequal classed relation-
ship between Allegra and the ‘chavs’ in this particular public space. By entrenching exclusionary 
discourses in her lacunic account of the event, Allegra managed to negotiate the approach and the 
departure of menacing ‘chavs’ on grounds that sustain her relative class privilege in the face of 
their relative classed disempowerment.54 Foregrounding her classed positionality by extracting 
her self from the event, in the service of maintaining her sense of safety, the problems that appear 
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when we interrogate the role that silences and absences play in safe-keeping practices start to 
become apparent.
Mapping the erased the ‘other’
This problematic facet of safe-keeping becomes more pronounced in the ways in which some lacu-
nae appear in the knowledge and memory of material spaces on maps and how these, in part, per-
petuate safe-keeping through distancing the ‘other’. When analysed as artefacts that indicate the 
traces of how place is thought, emotion maps enable an analysis of the pre-sentimental of place that 
begins to expose how place is ‘known’, perhaps as a hunch or inarticulateable sensibility.55 It is 
through marking on maps emotions, sentiments, feelings, and so on, that phantom places are 
invoked, that material spaces disappear, and that participants become lost in lacunae in the pursuit 
of safety.
In their accounts of one place about which particular fear was expressed − referred to here as 
‘Wardhood’ − most participants discovered that they had relatively little topological knowledge of 
this place, despite claiming some affective knowledge it:
Hermione:  In town? Wardhood. I wouldn’t go down there. Although I don’t really know [it] 
that well either to be honest. (Hermione, Rural site)
Heidi: I have forgotten what it’s called. Um … what’s that place called? Um … I can’t 
remember …
Interviewer: What’s it got in it?
Heidi: It’s near the train station
Interviewer:  Oh right. Wardhood?
Heidi: Yeah ’cause I have been there once before and it was quite scary. (Heidi, Rural 
site)
Joy:  If I could find Wardhood [on the map], that’s where I don’t go. I can’t see it on 
here, so shall I just write it on? (Joy, Rural site)
Through analysing Joy’s, Heidi’s and Hermione’s account of Wardhood, it is possible to suggest 
that it exists on a pre-sentimental periphery maintained through the construction of lacunae. 
Importantly, throughout these accounts there is an implicit ‘raced’ and classed othering as Wardhood 
is an area within the suburban site with a much higher concentration of ethnic minority groups than 
elsewhere in the site (75% of the population are from a black and minority ethnic background),56 
and according the to the 2007 Indices of Deprivation Report of the Departments of Local 
Government and Communities, is amongst the top 10 per cent most deprived wards in England, in 
contrast to the middle-class positionalitites of the majority of the responding participants who live 
around this ward. This difference will become salient when interrogating the politics of safe-keeping 
through erasure:
Vera:  I never really go there [Wardhood], and it’s like different community as well … 
[pause] … like, in the people.
Interviewer: In what way is it different?
Vera:  Like, racially different and I know that sounds kind of racist, but I am scared, 
but yeah sometimes it makes you feel intimidated, like if there’s a large group of 
Asian people, if I am on my own, then it’s scary. (Vera, Suburban area)
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Wardhood is thus figured in Vera’s affective expression through a particularly racialized lens. She 
makes explicit the link between Wardhood as a place with a high density of ethnic minority people 
and the fact that she is ‘scared’. Indeed, she ‘never really goes there’ because it is ‘racially differ-
ent’. By talking about Wardhood as a place to which she seldom goes, but also as a specifically 
racialized space, Vera materially effaces her self from the locale of the ‘raced’ ‘other’, in the same 
way that Allegra linguistically does, above. Vera’s response about Wardhood was typical of the 
responses espoused about this place by other participants. When understood as lacunae that operate 
in a specific public space, which is constructed within a particular racialized imaginary, we can 
begin to see some of the problems with constructing a lacuna in order to foster spatial well-being. 
Situated indeterminately on the margins of these young women’s spatial subjectivities, Wardhood 
is a spectre of fear and of potential menace. An apparently difficult place to like, Wardhood was 
difficult to identify on the map and became markable by a spatially-imagined lacuna, where this 
lacuna held at a distance the place and the approaching affective fears that constructed its 
meaning. 
Joy’s response, for instance, to being unable to find Wardhood on the map was to ‘just write it 
on’. By physically marking Wardhood at the periphery of the map – by distancing the fearsomeness 
of the place from her self – she delineates the ontological borders that indicate the presence of the 
constructed lacuna where, indeed, presence is absenced. In order to reduce its perceived detrimen-
tal impact on her well-being, to alter the meaning of Wardhood as a potentially fearsome space, and 
to increase her sense of safety about her home town, Joy could be said to have constructed a spa-
tially-imagined lacuna that both obliterates the very presence of Wardhood (the present absence, 
something is there) and effaces its capacity to exist at all in her imaginary (the absent presence, 
nothing is there). It thus becomes ethereal. Here, in the act of drawing onto the map a place that 
was both present and absent at the social, affective and material reality of Joy’s sense of place, we 
see the spatial manifestation of a dialogue between Derridean sous-rature and Ahmedian affective 
economies. Joy knows that she does not like Wardhood, but alters the potency of this potential dis-
like by turning away from it, by losing it, or forgetting it on the map. Wardhood only becomes 
relevant here insofar as it is replaced by Joy’s lacuna; whilst discursively and non-discursively 
absent, Wardhood remained ambiguously present in the way in which she made sense of place. By 
affectively and effectively effacing and ‘sous-rature-ing’ Wardhood from the way in which they 
made sense of place, this site remains haunted by its very presence – full of signifiers of classed, 
and ‘raced’ othering and fear – which must then be made absent or erased in order to preserve well-
being and a sense of security. Pushed to the backs of their minds, Wardhood was constructed 
through lacunae as a peripheral, ethereal site, neither wholly illusory nor wholly physicalized 
within the spatial imaginariness of the participants. The lacunae may promote a sense of safety here 
because the signifiers of difference are effaced and erased (and indeed become salient here insofar 
as they are erasable by the sous-rature), but this highlights how politically problematic it may be 
to seek safety in this spatially, affectively obliterating way.
And this is why the political importance that fear plays in the way that young women use public 
space must be taken seriously. In these discussions, young women express fear of Wardhood, 
which they believe inhibits their movement through it. They avoid it (and efface themselves from 
it) but, as Vera’s account demonstrates, this is also a fear based on, in this instance, racist othering. 
This is debilitating for the young women who fear and – in Vera’s case – for othered ‘Asian people’ 
who are feared. Where these young women articulated their fear in dialogue with racist construc-
tions of the anonymous black body, and when they mobilize ‘othering’ discourses to justify their 
fear and their fear-avoidance practices, the operation of lacunae in safe-keeping are potentially 
deeply troubling. It is by examining the operation of lacunae, however, that we may seriously 
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interrogate the politics of safe-keeping. Such an undertaking is imperative if we are to further 
understandings of the geographies of fear of crime and how spaces become meaningful through 
negotiation of this fear.
Conclusion: the politics of lacunae
In this paper, I have suggested that an Ahmedian queer phenomenological account of circuits of 
affect and a Derridean approach to erasure, both inflected with a Heideggerian understanding of 
how fears work, enable us to understand: initially, how places and people become fearsome (how 
the circulation of affect makes these human and non-human bodies ‘sticky’ with fearsome mean-
ing); and then, how fear of crime can be undone through making absent a fearsome presence 
(effacement) and making present an erased absence (sous-rature), which prevents that fearsome 
human or non-human body from establishing presence in the first place, and in these cases, contest 
essentialized notions of gendered (feminine) fearfulness.
Crucially, this discussion is also interlaced with a critical perspective on safe-keeping practices. 
To contest feminine fearfulness and to erase and to efface is to obliterate and to deny presence – yes 
– to fear, but also to human and non-human bodies whose fearsomeness is marked thorough signi-
fiers and signs of difference within an affective circuit that makes them meaningful (I have used 
the examples of the black body, for instance, and the body of the ‘chav’).
When geographic considerations of fear of crime are understood as being mediated through 
lacunae in this way, we become better placed to understand how public space becomes meaningful, 
how this meaning alters, and how power imbalances saturate public spaces.57 Lacunae are intrinsic 
to the (re/de)construction of the meaningfulness of place. The accounts given here – from Lola’s 
lacunae of silence to Joy’s lacuna that ‘loses’ the abject Wardhood – demonstrate the very tangible 
impact that this presented absence, or absenced presence has on our knowledge of fear of crime and 
its spatialization.
Thinking the construction of meaningful places like this opens up new ways of understanding the 
constitution of subjectivity in space and of perceiving intersecting positional anxieties. Heidegger’s 
articulation of how affects move around place, how they approach and pass ‘us’, and how ‘we’ thus 
come to fathom the meaning of place through the passing of these circuits highlights not only the 
importance of the proximity of affect to the human and non-human body,58 but also of attending to 
the ‘who’ of who ‘we’ and ‘they’ are. The lacuna help us understand how distance, absence, denials, 
or forgettings, as well as exclusions, are used to make sense of place, to contest dominant discourses 
about gendered safe-keeping and to undo the menace of approaching fear.
It remains difficult to have discussions about how safe-keeping becomes exclusionary when 
safety, security and spatial well-being themselves have become such important contemporary pre-
occupations in neo-liberalized and risk-adverse post-industrialist contexts.59 Analysis of this act of 
sous-rature-ing, however, as an active practice that points to the ‘always already absent presence’ 
does do some of this deconstructive work. It addresses itself precisely to how an approaching fear-
some body becomes marked as fearsome in the first place. Analysing sous-rature allows this mark-
ing of the marking of fearsomeness to be seen as a politicized, unstable and insecure practice that 
temporarily attempts to stabilize meaning in a context of forever differed referentiality and through 
this stabilized meaning, to exclude.
As long as lacunae exist and erase, they enable the negotiation of an approaching affective 
expression that might otherwise be threatening, but looking at how this works reveals some 
potentially uncomfortable insights into how crime is feared in the first place. This is why we must 
bear in mind that, more broadly, safe-keeping strategies in public space, such as those discussed 
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by, amongst others, Valentine, Day and Day et al. are not benign.60 By looking at the gap in the 
way in which spaces are spoken about – by looking at the lacunae – we are able to see, not only 
what event these gaps might be trying to replace, through the sous-rature, not only the way these 
work to mediate expressions of affect in spaces that otherwise become ‘sticky’ with menace, 
through effacement, but also what exercises of exclusionary power might be at work through the 
construction of these lacunae, and what harm safe-keeping might do to the ‘self’ and the ‘other’ 
in public space.
We have seen how these absences can erase as they emancipate. Lacunae work to undo the 
menace for the young women here, but this analysis of the presence of the lacuna also opens up 
questions of power, exploring who is occluded by the lacuna that is constructed and why this 
changes the meaning of place.61 Yet, the forging of lacunae – making places ‘unstick’ from fear – 
can also open up resistant potentialities as the young women who reject dominant discourses of 
gendered fear and safety through lacunae might themselves demonstrate. This ambiguity must not 
be overlooked. What is clear is that lacunae are neither solely ‘good’ nor ‘bad’ strategies through 
which to undo fear of crime. They are, however, easily neglected but crucially important means 
through which to seek safety and to make sense of place and the politics of place. As Chantal 
Mouffe reminds us:
[I]nstead of trying to erase the traces of power and exclusion, democratic politics requires that they be 
brought to the fore, making them visible so that they can enter the terrain of contestation.62
Interrogating ‘what thing is there’ and ‘what thing is not there’ through analysis of lacunae enables 
a scrutiny of the different, complex power relations that saturate public spaces. It tells us about how 
public space is fathomed and fear of crime approached, at an intimate level. It also tells us what 
exclusions ‘safe’ spaces might be predicated upon. All of this renders us then better placed to 
understand and critique what is being ‘undone’ in the ‘undoing’ of fear of crime in public.
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